2003 yamaha kodiak 450 wiring diagram

Registration is fast and you can even login with social network accounts to sync your profiles
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Facebook. Sign in with Twitter. Sign in with Google. Sign in with Microsoft. By basmn Find their
other files. Followers 1. Hi All, I have a Yamaha Kodiak, which has taken me to many remote
places and hauled lots of game. I still love it after 16 years. Lately when I go to start it using the
starter, sometimes it clicks and kills the power in the display. Lights don't work, nothing works
and I end up having to unplug the battery, wait awhile, and replugging the battery ends up
giving the power back. Using the winch will sometimes kill the power as well. Battery is new, all
fuses are ok, I'm at a loss. I can start it with the pull crank and it will work and so will the lights.
Any insights or advice would be appreciated! Hello from North Texas. Howdy y'all. Just bought
myself a ? Yamaha with electrical Gremlins aplenty. Runs good after jumping the starter
solenoid relay terminals with the helpfully included with the sale pliers but no fan when my
wife's 03 Kodiak had fan and the starter button makes it to the starter solenoid but the ECU side
isn't happy. This seems to be a lively forum with manual downloads being supported so hi. Oh
yah, and you can get two Kodiak s on a 5x8 trailer I bought a nice 14' trailer as soon as possible
after this. We got the fire put out quickly with a fire extinguisher. I purchased a new wiring
harness for the atv and replaced that as well as any other damaged cables or parts that burned
up where the fire was. I also replaced the regulator, the ECU, and the starter solenoid. I also
replaced the stater since some of the cables that went to the regulator were damaged. Any
suggestions? I find myself without a vehicle with a tow hitch for the 1st time in years so have a
dead and stranded ATV to fix! VIN on my Yamaha Kodiak The VIN on my Kodiak is not where it's
supposed to be. I bought this used. Is there another "hidden" location where I can find it? Need
the number for insurance co. Thanks in advance. Sign In Sign Up. Yamaha Kodiak Wiring
Diagram â€” wiring diagram is a simplified satisfactory pictorial representation of an electrical
circuit. It shows the components of the circuit as simplified shapes, and the knack and signal
contacts surrounded by the devices. A wiring diagram usually gives guidance very nearly the
relative tilt and concord of devices and terminals upon the devices, to back in building or
servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would do its stuff more detail of the being appearance,
whereas a wiring diagram uses a more figurative notation to emphasize interconnections more
than creature appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to troubleshoot problems and to
create certain that every the connections have been made and that anything is present.
Architectural wiring diagrams deed the approximate locations and interconnections of
receptacles, lighting, and surviving electrical facilities in a building. Interconnecting wire routes
may be shown approximately, where particular receptacles or fixtures must be upon a common
circuit. Wiring diagrams use conventional symbols for wiring devices, usually alternative from
those used upon schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols not forlorn discharge duty where
something is to be installed, but plus what type of device is creature installed. For example, a
surface ceiling lighthearted is shown by one symbol, a recessed ceiling lively has a every
second symbol, and a surface fluorescent light has unconventional symbol. Each type of switch
has a alternative parable and appropriately reach the various outlets. There are symbols that
pretend the location of smoke detectors, the doorbell chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring
diagrams may be required by the electrical inspection authority to take on association of the
residence to the public electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams will along with tally panel
schedules for circuit breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams for special services such as blaze
alarm or closed circuit television or extra special services. Necessary cookies are absolutely
essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures
basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any
personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to
function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other
embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. This website uses cookies to improve
your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept
Reject Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your
experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are
categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of
basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary
Non-necessary. Quick Links. See also: Owner's Manual. First Edition, March All rights reserved.
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Corporation, U. Printed in U. It is not possible to include all the knowledge of a mechanic in one
manual, so it is assumed that anyone who uses this book to perform maintenance and repairs
on Yamaha machine has a basic understanding of the mechanical ideas and the procedures of
machine repair. Page Chapter 1. This information will be needed to order spare parts. A liquid
cooling system has been incorporated for stable power and engine endurance. In the 2WD
mode, the left differential side gear 3 and the drive clutch 2 are not engaged, therefore, the left
side gear runs idle and does not transmit power to the left front constant velocity joint. As a
result, power is transmitted directly from the ring gear 5 to the drive clutch 2, then to the left
front constant velocity joint via the adapter 1. Even if an attempt is made to select this mode
when the ATV is traveling, it will only result in a standby condition i. Page Important Information
5. Keep all parts away from any source of fire. Use only genuine Yamaha parts for all
replacements. Other brands may be similar in function and appearance, but inferior in quality.
Bend lock tabs along the bolt or nut flats after the bolt or nut has been tightened to
specification. Disconnect: Connector 2. Use only the appropriate special tools; this will help
prevent damage caused by the use of inappropriate tools or improvised techniques. Special
tools may differ by shape and part number from country to country. Piston pin puller set YU
This tool is used to remove the piston Flywheel puller YM These tools are needed to remove the
rotor. Damper rod holder 30 mm This tool is needed to loosen and YM Pocket tester YU This
instrument is needed for checking the electrical system. Engine tachometer This tool is needed
for observing Page 31 This instrument is necessary for checking the ignition system
components. Dynamic spark tester This instrument is necessary for YM checking the ignition
system components. Yamaha bond No. Page Chapter 2. Page Chapter 3. These preventive
maintenance procedures, if followed, will ensure more reliable vehicle operation and a longer
service life. The need for costly overhaul work will be greatly reduced. This information applies
to vehicles already in service as well as to new vehicles that are being prepared for sale. It is
recommended that these items be serviced by a Yamaha dealer. When disassembling the
master cylinder or caliper, replace the brake fluid. Four-wheel drive relay 3 coupler Disconnect.
Auxiliary DC jack connector Disconnect. Coolant reservoir breather hose Fan motor breather
hose Differential gear case breather hose Front fender For installation, reverse the removal
procedure. Not For Resale 3 - 7 Left footrest board Right footrest board Footrest bracket For
installation, reverse the removal procedure. Adjust the valve clearance when the piston is at the
Top Dead Center T. Valve clearance cold : Intake: 0. Insert a feeler gauge 2 between the adjuster
end and the valve end. Turn adjuster clockwise counterclockwise with the valve adjusting tool 4
until the proper clearance is obtained. Start the engine and let it warm up for several minutes.
Idling speed becomes Turning in higher. Idling speed becomes Turning out lower. Loosen the
locknut 5. Turn the adjuster 6 in or out until the correct free play is obtained. Turning in Free
play is increased. Turning out Free play is decreased. Turn the adjuster 2 in or out until the
specified speed limiter length is obtained. Speed limiter length is Turning in decreased. NOTE:
Do not remove the starter plunger 2 from the starter cable. Measure the starter plunger stroke
distance a of the starter lever 3 fully close to fully open position. Remove: Spark plug 3. Attach:
Inductive tachometer or engine tachometer Timing light Detach: Timing light Inductive
tachometer or engine tachometer 5. Measure: Compression pressure Above the maximum
pressure: Check the cylinder head, valve surfaces, and piston crown for carbon deposits. Below
the minimum pressure: Squirt a few drops of oil into the affected cylinder and measure again.
Refer to the table below. Place the machine on a level surface. Check: Engine oil level Oil level
should be between the maximum level mark 1 and minimum level mark 2. Stop the engine and
place an oil pan under the engine. Tighten the new oil filter cartridge to specification with an oil
filter wrench. Start the engine and keep it idling until engine oil starts to seep from the oil
gallery bolt. If no engine oil comes out after one minute, turn the engine off so that it will not
seize. Remove: Seat 2. Remove: Air filter case cover 1 3. Never use gasoline or low flash point
solvents as they may cause a fire or explosion. Remove: Seat Fuel tank side panel left 3. Check:
Coolant level The coolant level should be between the minimum level mark a and maximum
level mark b. Remove: Plastic band 1 Coolant reservoir bolts 2 Coolant reservoir cap 3 3.
Remove: Coolant drain bolt cylinder 1 along with the copper washer Coolant drain bolt water
pump 2 along with the copper washer 9. Drain: Coolant Install: Coolant drain bolt water pump 10
Nm 1. If water is used instead of coolant, check, and if necessary, correct the antifreeze
concentration of the coolant. Use only distilled water. However, soft water may be used if
distilled water is not available. Page Coolant Temperature Warning Light Check Coolant
temperature Coolant temperature warning warning light comes on light does not come on.
Coolant temperature and Ask a Yamaha dealer to electrical circuit are OK. Go check the
electrical circuit. NOTE: Tightening the bolts 1 will push the secondary sliding sheave away,
causing the gap between the secondary fixed and sliding sheaves to widen. Remove the tailpipe

2 by pulling it out of the muffler. Tap the tailpipe lightly with a soft-face hammer or suitable tool,
then use a wire brush to remove any carbon deposits from the spark arrester portion of the
tailpipe and the inner contact surfaces of the muffler. Rear brake lever free play: 0. Check: Rear
brake pedal height a Turn the adjusting bolt 5 until the brake pedal height is within the specified
limits. NOTE: When adjusting the brake pedal height make sure the locknut-to-adjusting bolt
clearance a does not exceed 6 mm 0. NOTE: When checking the brake fluid level, make sure that
the top of the brake fluid reservoir top is horizontal. Remove: Front wheels 2. A brake hose or
brake pipe have been loosened or removed. The brake fluid has been very low. The brake
operation has been faulty. Add brake fluid to the proper level. Remove: Final gear case
protector 1 3. Place a receptacle under the final gear case. Remove: Oil filler bolt Drain plug 1 5.
Drain: Final gear oil 6. Install: Drain plug 23 Nm 2. Remove: Oil filler bolt 1 3. Check: Oil level Oil
level should be up to the brim of hole. Drain: Differential gear oil 5. Install: Drain plug 10 Nm 1. If
it is damaged, replace it with new one. Fill: Differential gear case Periodic oil change Calculate
the toe-in using the formula given below. Uneven adjustment can cause poor handling and loss
of stability. Adjust: Spring preload Turn the adjuster 1 to increase or decrease the spring
preload. The tires listed below have been approved by Yamaha Motor Co. NOTE: The
low-pressure tire gauge 1 is included as standard equipment. If dust or the like is stuck to this
gauge, it will not provide the correct readings. Recommended lubricant: Yamaha chain and
cable lube or Engine oil NOTE: Hold the cable end up and apply several drops of lubricant to the
cable. Lubricate the pivoting parts. Therefore, the charge of the battery has to be checked by
measuring the voltage at the battery terminals. Always follow these preventive measures:
Charge batteries in a well-ventilated area. Keep batteries away from fire, sparks or open flames
e. Check the condition of the battery using the following charts. Connect a charger and ammeter
to the battery and start charging. NOTE: After cleaning the terminals, apply a light coat of
grease. Install: Battery 7. Install a new fuse of the proper amperage. Turn on switches to verify
operation of the related electrical devices. Adjust: Headlight beam vertically Turn the adjuster 1
in or out. Turning in Headlight beam raised. Turning out Headlight beam lowered. Remove:
Cover Install: Bulb Secure the new bulb with the headlight unit. Keep it free from oil; otherwise,
the transparency of the glass, life of the bulb, and luminous flux will be adversely affected. Page
Chapter 4. Not For Resale 4 - 2 Cylinder head breather hose Spark plug lead Thermo switch 1
lead Starter motor lead A. For installation, reverse the removal procedure. Not For Resale 4 - 6
Camshaft sprocket Cylinder head Cylinder head gasket Dowel pin O-ring When removing the
camshaft sprocket, it is not necessary to separate the timing chain. Eliminate: Carbon deposits
from the combustion chambers Use a rounded scraper. Install: Cylinder head Bolt M10 40 Nm 4.
Tighten the bolts M10 in two stages and a crisscross pattern. Force camshaft clockwise
counterclockwise to remove timing chain slack. Insert a screwdriver into the timing chain
tensioner hole and push the timing chain guide inward. Tighten: Camshaft sprocket bolt 1 60
Nm 6. YU, 5. Valve stem seal Valve spring seat For installation, reverse the removal procedure.
Not For Resale 4 - 17 Remove: Valve cotters NOTE: Attach a valve spring compressor 1 between
the valve spring retainer and the cylinder head to remove the valve cotters. Clearance stem to
guide : Intake: 0. Margin thickness: Intake: 1. Install the valve into the cylinder head. Press the
valve through the valve guide and onto the valve seat to make a clear pattern. Measure the valve
seat width. NOTE: After every lapping operation be sure to clean off all of the compound from
the valve face and valve seat. Spring tilt limit: Inner: 2. Apply: Molybdenum disulfide oil onto the
valve stem and valve stem seal 2. Install: Valve spring seats Valve stem seals Apply: Engine oil
onto the rocker arm shafts 2. If the piston pin groove is deburred and the piston pin is still
difficult to remove, use the piston pin puller 4. Then, find the average of the measurements.
NOTE: You cannot measure the end gap on the expander spacer of the oil control ring. If the oil
control ring rails show excessive gap, replace all three rings. End gap Standard Limit Piston
pin-to-piston clearance: 0. Page Recoil Starter And A. Engine oil Drain. Spring Sheave drum
Rope Coil spring For assembly, reverse the disassembly Page Removing The A. YU, 2. NOTE:
The arrow mark on the starter clutch must face inward, away from the rotor. Page Installing The
A. Magneto Untie the knot 3 after making a knot 4 above the handle. ACC Yamaha bond No.
After installing the rotor, check that the rotor rotates smoothly. If not, reinstall the key and rotor.
Right footrest board Exhaust pipe bracket Drive belt cover Not For Resale 4 - 43 Secondary
sliding sheave O-ring Secondary fixed sheave Oil seal First, loosen the nut secondary sheave 2,
then loosen the nut primary sheave 1. Weight outside diameter: 30 mm 1. Apply Yamaha Grizzly
grease to the inner surface of the collar. Apply Yamaha Grizzly grease to the inner surface of the
primary sliding sheave. Install: Secondary sheave assembly V-belt Primary sheave assembly
NOTE: Tightening the bolts 1 will push the secondary sliding sheave away, causing the gap
between the secondary fixed and sliding sheaves to widen. Install the V-belt so that its arrow
faces the direction show in the illustration. One-way clutch bearing Clutch carrier assembly For

installation, reverse the removal procedure. Not For Resale 4 - 52 Remove them after all of them
are loosened. Straighten: Punched portion of the nut 1. Clutch shoe thickness: 1. Install: Collar
Clutch carrier assembly Nut 1 Nm Install: Dowel pins Gasket Clutch housing assembly 10 Nm 1.
After tightening the bolts, check that the clutch housing assembly to counterclockwise rotates
smoothly. Oil seal Bearing retainer Bearing Straighten: Lock washer tab 2. Tap only on
reinforced portions of the crankcase. Do not tap on the crankcase mating surfaces. Work slowly
and carefully. Make sure that the crankcase halves separate evenly. Install: Dowel pin 2 3. Fit
the left crankcase onto the right case. Tap lightly on the case with a soft hammer. Apply:
4-stroke engine oil to the crank pin, bearing and oil delivery hole 6. Install: Straight key Oil
pump drive gear Lock washer Oil pump drive gear nut 2. Tighten: Oil pump drive gear nut 50 Nm
5. Rotor cover Shaft Inner rotor Outer rotor Oil pump housing For assembly, reverse the
disassembly procedure. Not For Resale 4 - 66 Remove: Crankshaft seal 1 NOTE: Mark a note of
the position of each crankshaft seal so that they can be installed in the correct place and in the
correct direction. Remove: Crankshaft Use a crankcase separating tool 1. Crank width: Not For
Resale 4 - 71 Check: Guide bar Roll the guide bar on a flat surface. Measure: Axle runout Use a
centering device and a dial gauge. Runout limit drive axle : 0. NOTE: Oil each gear and bearing
thoroughly. Before assembling the crankcase, be sure that the transmission is in neutral and
that the gears turn freely. Not For Resale 4 - 75 Not For Resale 4 - 78 Straighten: Punched
portion of the nut middle drive pinion gear 2. YM, 3. Place the middle driven shaft onto a
hydraulic press. To loosen the retainer turn it clockwise. Select: Middle drive gear shim 1 Middle
driven gear shim Middle drive pinion gear shim 0. Install: Bearing retainer 1 80 Nm 8. To tighten
the retainer turn it counterclockwise. Bearing retainer: Nm The needles can easily fall out of
their races. Slide the yoke back and forth on the bearings; the yoke will not go all the way onto a
bearing if a needle is out of place. YM, a 8. NOTE: Measure the gear lash at 4 positions. Page
Chapter 5. Radiator outlet hose Disconnect. Radiator Radiator fan Thermo switch For
installation, reverse the removal procedure. Not For Resale 5 - 2 Apply compressed air to the
rear of the radiator. NOTE: Straighten any flattened fins with a thin, flat- head screwdriver. Not
For Resale 5 - 4 Coolant Drain. Check: Thermostat 1 Does not open at Slowly heat the water.
Place a thermometer in the water. While stirring water, Remove: Rubber damper holder 1
Rubber damper 2 from the impeller, with a thin, flathead screwdriver NOTE: Do not scratch the
impeller shaft. Install: Oil seal 1 into the water pump housing 2 NOTE: Install the oil seal with a
socket 3 that matches its outside diameter. Install: Rubber damper 1 Rubber damper holder 2
NOTE: Before installing the rubber damper, apply tap water or coolant onto its outer surface.
Page Chapter 6. Main jet Needle jet Starter jet Pilot air jet For assembly, reverse the disassembly
Check: Jet needle 1 Main jet 2 Needle jet Insert the piston valve into the carburetor body, and
check for free movement. Fuel level: 4. Connect the fuel level gauge 1 to the drain pipe 2. Page
Chapter 7. Bearing damage. Improper gear lash. This must not be confused with engine surging
transmission If a test ride following reassembly indicates this condition, stop riding immediately
to minimize gear damage. This noise must be distinguished from normal machine operation.
Feel for Replace the wheel bearing. Check the wheel nuts and hub nuts for Torque to
specification. Not For Resale 7 - 5 Double off-set joint Snap ring Ball bearing Not For Resale 7 8 Place the U-joint in a press. With a suitable diameter pipe 2 beneath the yoke 3, press the
bearing 4 into the pipe as shown. Install: Universal joint yoke O-ring Washer 62 Nm 6. YM, 4.
Secure the gear case in a vise or another supporting device. Remove: Drain plug Gasket 3.
Remove: Shim s left 1 Differential gear assembly 2 Shim s right 3 2. Reduce shim Too little gear
lash thickness. Block the rear wheels, and elevate the front wheels by placing a suitable stand
under the frame. Remove the wheel cap and cotter pin from the axle nut right or left. Measure
the starting torque of the front wheel i. After all the bolts are loosened, remove them. Attach a
suitable socket 2 on the axle end and tap it with a soft hammer. Remove: Roller bearing ring
gear 1 Use a suitable press tool 2 and an appropriate support for the main housing. Oil seal 3 2.
Final drive pinion gear shim 0. In the example above, the calculated number is 0. Measure the
thrust clearance. Select: Suitable shim s Shim 0. Do not reuse the oil seal. Remove: Bearing
housing 1 Ring gear shim s 2 Ring gear 3 Thrust washer 4 2. Install: Drive pinion gear with shim
s and bearing proper shim size as calculated Bearing retainer drive pinion gear 1 Nm Install:
Final drive gear Nuts 63 Nm 6. Page Chapter 8. Check: Wheel 2. Wheel runout limit: Radial 2: 2.
If wheel runout is within the limits, replace the brake disc. Brake disc maximum deflection: 0.
Install each nut with its tapered side towards the wheel. Tighten: Nuts front wheel 64 Nm 6. DO
NOT: disassemble components unless absolutely necessary; solvents internal brake
components; use spent brake fluid for cleaning; use only clean brake fluid allow brake fluid to
come in contact with the eyes, as this may cause eye injury; Put the other end of this hose into
an open container. Loosen the brake caliper bleed screw and, using a finger, push the caliper
piston into the brake caliper. Brake master cylinder For assembly, reverse the disassembly

procedure. Brake fluid Drain. Rear brake light switch Bracket Bracket Brake master cylinder
bracket For installation, reverse the removal procedure. Recommended brake fluid: DOT 4
Whenever master cylinder disassembled, replace the piston seals and dust seals. Install: Brake
master cylinder 1 Brake master cylinder bracket 2 7 Nm 0. Water will significantly lower the
boiling point of the brake fluid and may result in vapor lock. Always clean up spilled brake fluid
immediately. WARNING Use only the designated quality brake fluid: other brake fluids may
deteriorate the rubber seals, causing leakage and poor brake performance. Union bolt Copper
washer Brake hose Disconnect. Install: Brake caliper assembly Brake caliper mounting bolt 1 30
Nm 3. Fill: Brake reservoir Recommended brake fluid Remove: Rear brake switch 1 NOTE: Push
the fastener when removing the rear brake switch out of the rear brake lever holder. Install:
Throttle lever assembly Master cylinder assembly 7 Nm 0. Not For Resale 8 - 32 Bearing Oil seal
For installation, reverse the removal procedure. Not For Resale 8 - 34 Check: Oil seals 1
Steering stem bushings Not For Resale 8 - 37 NOTE: Do not tap or damage the top of the ball
joint. Hold the body 3 in place while turning in the long bolt 4 to install the new ball joint B into
the steering knuckle C. NOTE: Install the outside bearing first. Contact should be made only
with the outer race. Install a new oil seal. If side play is noticeable, check the bushings. Remove
the circlip 1 and rubber boot 2. Use the ball joint remover and installer set. Hold the body 3 in
place while turning in the long bolt 4 to install the new ball joint A into the front lower arm B.
NOTE: Lubricate the bolts 3 with lithium-soap- based grease. Not For Resale 8 - 49 Nut
swingarm : 82 Nm 8. Page Chapter 9. If the continuity is faulty at any point, replace the switch.
The coupler locations are circled. Fuse main, ignition 7. Engine stop switch 2. Battery 8. Main
switch 3. Spark plug 9. Pickup coil resistance 4. Ignition spark gap Spark plug cap resistance
coil resistance 6. Ignition coil resistance Ignition spark gap Disconnect the spark plug cap from
the spark plug. Connect the dynamic spark tester 1 as shown. Ignition coil resistance
Disconnect the ignition coil connector from the wire harness. Pickup coil resistance Disconnect
the AC magneto coupler from the wire harness. Properly connect the ignition system. Not For
Resale 9 - 14 Engine stop switch 1. Start switch 2. Wiring connection the entire starting 3.
Starter motor system 4. Starter relay 5. Starter motor A wire that is used as a jumper lead must
Connect the battery positive terminal 1 have the equivalent capacity or more as and starter
motor cable 2 using a jumper that of the battery lead, otherwise the lead 3 jumper lead may
burn. Outside diameter: 28 mm 1. Brush length: Fuse main 4. Charging coil resistance 2. Battery
5. Wiring connections 3. The charging circuit is not faulty. Charging coil resistance Disconnect
the AC magneto coupler from the wire harness. Light switch 1. Fuse main, headlight 5. Wiring
connections 2. Battery the entire lighting system 3. YU, troubleshooting: 1 Seat 2 Front carrier
EB 5. Bulb and bulb socket Check the bulb and bulb socket for continuity. Voltage Connect the
pocket tester DC 20 V to the headlight couplers. Voltage Connect the pocket tester 20 V to the
bulb socket coupler. Fuse main, backup, ignition, signaling system 2. Battery 3. Main switch 4.
Wiring connections Check the connections of the entire signal system. Properly connect the
signal system. If the brake light fails to come on: 1. Fuse main 6. Thermo switch 2 2. Battery 7.
Wiring connection 3. Main switch the entire cooling system 4. Fan motor 5. Fan motor
Disconnect the fan motor coupler. Connect the battery 12 V as shown. Check the operation of
the fan motor. Thermo switch 2 Remove the thermo switch 2 from the radiator. Immerse the
thermo switch 2 in coolant 2. Check the thermo switch 2 for continuity. While heating coolant
Wiring connection Check the connections of the entire starting system. Properly connect the
cooling system. Not For Resale 9 - 41 Page Chapter Fuse main, four-wheel drive 7. On-command
four-wheel drive switch and 2. Battery differential gear lock switch 3. Main switch 8. Gear motor
4. Four-wheel drive relay 1 9. Wiring connections 5. Four-wheel drive relay Four-wheel drive
relay 1 Remove the four-wheel drive relay 1 from the wire harness. Four-wheel drive relay 3
Remove the four-wheel drive relay 3 from the wire harness. Gear motor Disconnect the gear
motor coupler. Remove gear motor from differential gear case. Connect two C size batteries to
the gear motor terminals 1 as shown illustrations. It should be helpful, however, as a guide to
troubleshooting. Refer to the relative procedure in this manual for checking, adjusting and
replacing of parts. This must not be confused with B. Not For Resale Print page 1 Print
document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore
password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Registration is fast and you can even login with
social network accounts to sync your profiles and content. I have a Kodiak that i purchased a
while back with around hours on it. It has never ran right from the beginning. Initially i thought it
was just a carburetor issue because it was all clogged up from sitting for months. It has been
cleaned, rebuilt, and taken off probably about 10 times troubleshooting this problem. I have
quadruple checked everything including float height ect and it is set correctly, the jets are also
brand new, needle and seat have been pressure tested as well. So after all of that I am
convinced that the carburetor is not the culprit. I have an issue where the idle is very choppy,

almost as if it is misfiring with a rich condition on top of that. I can use a brand new plug and
run the machine for just a few minutes and it will be a dry and and coated in black carbon build
up. The exhaust also has a strong smell at idle. I had trouble restarting it when hot for a while,
but i adjusted the valves and it seemed to solve that issue. They were both way out of tolerance
tight. The weird thing is, outside of idle it seems to run pretty well. I guess the main question I
have is, how strict are these tolerances? And could them being off by this amount cause the
issue I am having? Do all three of these parts really need to be replaced? I would like to know
before I spend the money on these new parts, and it not fix my problem. Below I will list what
the specs were in the service manual along with the reading i got. This is my first experience
testing ignition components. I just found it odd that all 3 are out of spec according to the
service manual. Primary coil resistance: 0. Secondary coil resistance: 6. Rotor rotation direction
sensing coil resistance: 0. Dimelol 13 posts. Frank Angerano 9 posts. JacobSlabach 1 post.
August 11, I used to wrench for the local dealership so I've run into this issue bef. Have you
checked your timing to see it has not jumped at all. Long shot but it definitely can happen.
Purchase an in-line spark tester. August 14, There should be a few more pieces that go on top
of the needle, you have them ok? TLDR: Could these ignition components being out of spec
cause a rough or choppy condition at idle? I know the factory specs are there for a reason, but i
just want to make sure i'm not barking up the wrong tree here. Any insight would be greatly
appreciated. Thank you! Last thing is your pick up coil gap. Take a look at that and see what the
spec is in the manual. Check the gap you have and compare the two. Unless you see a misfire
using a spark tester I doubt that there's an ignition issue - still sounds carb related. Since your
symptoms indicate richness ie. You also have to replace the piece that it slides into, at the top
of the needle jet. This is a likely reason why it over fuels and is really noticed at the closed
throttle position. I will see if I can show a parts diagram of this. Pilot screw o-ring is 9. However
that coil does seem very low and out of spec. It's very difficult to get an accurate reading that
low - if the coil was bad it sure wouldn't produce as rpm increases. I would I go back and check
it again and make sure all the proper oem jet sizes are in the carb, needle is set as per spec on
the proper clip location and that air fuel screw is installed right and also in good condition.
Sounds repetitive but worth the effort. I used to wrench for the local dealership so I've run into
this issue before. It's common on older single cylinder bikes since they vibrate and some spend
a lot of time idling, therefore they wear the needle out in that spot. The tolerance between the
needle and the tube it runs in has to be quite tight at closed throttle especially. From my
understanding if it is screwed all the way in the engine shouldn't be able to continue running
correct? Because i did try screwing it all the way in to see if it would kill the engine and it
wouldn't. Could that be due to the O-Ring you are speaking of being not properly installed? I
brought it up on another forum and they told me it was an over sized pilot jet causing it if i
remember correctly , so i swapped it but nothing changed. I haven't really thought about that
since, until you mentioned that about the pilot screw. Also, I did replace the needle and nozzle
but they are not OEM. Could that be causing it not to seal properly? I'm beginning to second
guess myself on everything now lol. Oh one other thing, at idle the exhaust is rather strong
smelling. So you are thinking i have both a rich and lean condition happening at the same time
from different sources basically? I appreciate the help. You guys have convinced me to revisit
the carburetor. I'll be sure to check the battery as well to be safe. I appreciate the response. No
problem brother we are here to help. Do some homework on the oem size jets for that
carburetor and get an oem rebuild kit and have at it! You should see an immediate reaction in
the engine performance when you adjust the mixture screw. That o ring, steel waster and spring
assembly has to go in right on that mixture screw. That would explain the over fueling and also
why the adjustment screw doesn't do much. Can you compare the original parts to those
replacements? Yamaha didn't offer carb rebuild kits, just individual parts I believe Hopefully
that does the trick. You are right, the only rebuilt kits i could find were aftermarket. Yamaha is
certainly proud of these parts, but I have already spent enough time screwing around with this
thing. I'm ready to be done. I'll let you guys know how things work out. Thank you for leading
me down the correct path. So today I decided to dig back into the carb for about the 10th time to
see if I would notice any mistakes. It has been on my mind the past couple of days. I decided to
take a few pictures so you guys could see if you notice any obvious mistakes. Or parts that
need to be replaced mainly the slide assembly. When i installed it all i did was lightly seat it,
then back it off 2 turns. Am i missing something here? Can you guys think of any reason why it
wouldn't be having much of an effect when adjusted? Or am i just nitpicking that? I didn't see
any obvious signs of wear on the needle jet or nozzle. I dug back into this thing hoping i would
find something obvious where i had screwed up, but now i feel just as confused as before. Your
engine should sound and act differently as you adjust that screw. Yes it is new, along with the
o-ring washer and spring. The old one is exactly the same. I have actually been able to put on a

glove and turn it as the engine is running it's a pain in the ass to get to without burning
yourself. I have tried both ways and it barely changes anything at all. I have even screwed it all
the way in to see if it would kill the engine and it didn't. I have read that can be a symptom of an
oversized pilot jet but i have tried both the old one and aftermarket with the same results. They
are the exact same size. Yes, I have the spring and cap with the o ring that are above the spring
on the needle. Does that slide look overly worn to you? Thanks for the response fellas.
Especially because it does not shut down when you send it all the way in. Just a another idea
but bought one for a weedwacker for Compression good and gas is new too use highest grade
OK I out of ideas but also got to be carb. You can post now and register later. If you have an
account, sign in now to post with your account. Note: Your post will require moderator approval
before it will be visible. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link
instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL. Not a member? Yamaha ATV Forum.
Join our Forum! Sign in with Facebook. Sign in with Twitter. Sign in with Google. Sign in with
Microsoft. Reply to this topic Start new topic. Prev 1 2 Next Page 1 of 2. Recommended Posts.
Dimelol 3 Posted August 9, Posted August 9, Link to post Share on other sites. Replies 30
Created 1 yr Last Reply 1 yr. Top Posters In This Topic 13 9 7 1. Popular Posts spock58 August
11, Frank Angerano August 11, Posted Images. Dimelol 3 Posted August 11, Posted August 11,
Frank Angerano Posted August 11, Purchase an in-line spark tester and throw it on to see how
your spark is doing. JacobSlabach Posted August 11, Oh gosh. This is homework for me. Never
really caught on to the electrical side of atvs.. Dimelol 3 Posted August 12, Posted August 12,
Frank Angerano Posted August 12, Study the carb diagram and make sure everything is correct.
Any Questions ask away. Dimelol 3 Posted August 14, Posted August 14, Frank Angerano
Posted August 14, Is that a new air fuel screw? If so have you compared it to the old one.
Everything else looks good as far as I can see. Posted August 14, edited. Join the conversation
You can post now and register later. Reply to this topic Insert image from URL. Followers 4. Go
to topic listing. Similar Tagged Content. Hi All, I have a Yamaha Kodiak, which has taken me to
many remote places and hauled lots of game. I still love it after 16 years. Lately when I go to
start it using the starter, sometimes it clicks and kills the power in the display. Lights don't
work, nothing works and I end up having to unplug the battery, wait awhile, and replugging the
battery ends up giving the power back. Using the winch will sometimes kill the power as well.
Battery is new, all fuses are ok, I'm at a loss. I can start it with the pull crank and it will work and
so will the lights. Any insights or advice would be appreciated! Hello from North Texas. Howdy
y'all. Just bought myself a ? Yamaha with electrical Gremlins aplenty. Runs good after jumping
the starter solenoid relay terminals with the helpfully included with the sale pliers but no fan
when my wife's 03 Kodiak had fan and the starter button makes it to the starter solenoid but the
ECU side isn't happy. This seems to be a lively forum with manual downloads being supported
so hi. Oh yah, and you can get two Kodiak s on a 5x8 trailer I bought a nice 14' trailer as soon as
possible after this. We got the fire put out quickly with a fire extinguisher. I purchased a new
wiring harness for the atv and replaced that as well as any other damaged cables or parts that
burned up where the fire was. I also replaced the regulator, the ECU, and the starter solenoid. I
also replaced the stater since some of the cables that went to the regulator were damaged. Any
suggestions? I find myself without a vehicle with a tow hitch for the 1st time in years so have a
dead and stranded ATV to fix! VIN on my Yamaha Kodiak The VIN on my Kodiak is not where it's
supposed to be. I bought this used. Is there another "hidden" location where I can find it? Need
the number for insurance co. Thanks in advance. Yamaha moto 4 carburetor rebuild. Hello
everyone! It was leaking fuel from the overflow and inside the intake Left is the needle that was
in the carburetor and right is the new set I already tried to mount it but it didn't felt right and I
accidentally broke the o-ring Anyway, I saw in some videos and diagram that there is no spring
in here. So should I put the spring back? And where? On top of the needle or bottom? Also if
you have any additionnal tips please feel free to share I want to learn the proper way! I am not
sure what is wrong with my King Quad. I had a new carburetor put in 6 months ago, just
replaced the fuel pump and added an in-line fuel filter in. I have been trying to fix this quad for a
while now and do not know what is wrong with it. As soon as I drive 10 feet it looses all power, I
mean it is sputtering and doesn't move at all, but when I let off the gas after it sputters it idles
fine. I will attach a video of what it is doing. Starter Problems Kodiak Automatic. It was running
fine the day before I am no expert so can someone please help me. Newbie, Yamaha Grizzly
electrical issue. Hello everyone, Im new here, this is my first post and Im trying to figure out
how evrything works on this site so I please let me know if Im doing anything wrong. I have a
couple Yamaha's but this post is in regards to my 02 Grizzly , I have an electrical draw
somewhere that is taking my new battery down rather quickly. I have tried to locate any short by
checking each circuit but was not able to locate it that way. Im installing a battery cut off switch
which brings me to my first question, dont these switches usually go on the Negative terminal?

My next question is, can anyone tell me if this year and model has any history of electrical
shorts that might help me locate the culprit? Any help would be greatly appreciated! Finally, Im
looking
chevy ls 60
1999 honda passport
2000 honda civic ex tail lights
forward to being a member of this site and hopefully helping others as well as learning some
things myself, so greetings to all! Best wishes to everyone! So, I got this 07' Polaris Outlaw 90
in the shop to rebuild top end and transmission. Replaced all bearings and gears in the
transmission. Replaced cylinder and piston with brand new parts. Put the engine back on the
frame and fired it up. Started great, but had a taping sound in the lower crank case. I then
replaced the stator and flywheel with brand new parts. Timing is all set on the timing marks
now, but when I turn it over it kicks back when it fires and ends up stripping the starter idler
gear. I've replaced the starter gear once already and now have to replace it again. Is it possible
that the timing marks on the flywheel are off or maybe this flywheel is not for this exact model?
Thinking of advancing the timing to try it, but don't want to keep going through idler gears. No
registered users viewing this page. Sign In Sign Up.

